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The Unreal Realism in The Wolf of Wall Street 

The 2013 Martin Scorsese’s The Wolf of Wall Street is a crime comedy film that is based                  

on Jordan Belfort’s autobiography book that goes with the same name. This electrifying and              

crazily energized film shows the career path of a stockbroker Jordan Belfort who is a               

well-known ex-felon. Set in the 1980s and 1990s, The Wolf of Wall Street depicts how a talented                 

but struggling young salesman who got laid off from a big stockbroking firm in wall street on                 

black Monday, makes a multi-million dollar firm alongside his friend from shady sales of penny               

stocks. The film uses a classic voiceover-nostalgia style where Leonardo DiCaprio who plays             

Belfort narrates how he spent his wealth on unlimited amount of drugs, prostitutes and sports               

cars - the lifestyle he personally calls ‘heaven on Earth’- and eventually had to face his downfall                 

after been convicted of fraud and money laundering for the pump and dump scheme that initially                

made him rich. Though seemingly unreal, Jordan Belfort himself claims that apart from a few               

fictionalized scenes, everything in the film really happened in his life. Yet, it is those minimal,                

fictionalized scenes that bring up doubts on the authenticity of the film as a whole. After all, the                  

guy used to be a con artist and made a living through lies at a point in his life; and under normal                      

circumstances, it becomes hard to trust such a person. While deeply understanding the             

implication of this, Scorsese uses mise-en-scѐne, effective close-ups, compelling soundtrack and           
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voiceover narration so as to assert the authenticity of the story depicted, and hence drawing in                

the audience’s attention with the regard to their disbelief of what is happening on the screen.  

There are two aspects of authenticity in any biographical film: the realism of the actual                

story depicted and the authenticity of the artificiality adapted in the production of the film; and                

with regard to the former, neither Scorsese nor the audience knows how honest Jordan Belfort is.                

This means that the authenticity of The Wolf of Wall Street can first be looked upon the actual                  

story of Jordan Belfort that led to imprisonment, then by the comparison between the story               

depicted in the film and the book and finally through editing and other attempts on making the                 

scenes look more genuine during the film production. Knowing this, Scorsese portrays Belfort as              

a character you cannot rely on right from the start where Belfort says ‘No,no,no. My Ferrari was                 

white, like Don Johnson’s Miami vice. Not red’ (in the scene from 1:42). In a way, Scorsese                 

reassures his integrity by departing from moral implications of the story, and indicates to his               

audience that he is not on the same page with Belfort, and therefore not celebrating or glorifying                 

the unethical actions depicted throughout the movie. With that being said, then where does this               

leave the audience with regard to what’s real in the movie? Or to what extent is the movie being                   

authentic pertaining to what really happened? In an attempt to make the film seem as authentic as                 

possible, Scorsese reveals that Leonardo DiCaprio had to spend time with Jordan Belfort in order               

to understand the get the inside perspective of everything that they did ("Screenslam"). Scorsese              

goes on describing other ridiculous things and actions they had to go through so as to make                 

everything seem real. For instance, actors had to take in crushed vitamins in the place of cocaine                 

so as to get relatively authentic acts with regard to what really happened. Other initiatives               

included having Margot Robbie (Belfort’s second wife) actually slapping DiCaprio in one of the              
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scenes, and having some real stockbrokers who worked in the Stratton-Oakmont firm (Belfort’s             

firm) on set for guidance. However, Scorsese’s attempts to make the film seem authentic does               

not mean viewers’ satisfaction regarding the authenticity of the story is well served. In fact, it                

these attempts that brings, even more, controversy among viewers with regard to the whole              

discussion of authenticity. 

Understandably, it is important to notice that with regard to the fact and fiction The Wolf of                  

Wall Street precisely resonates with the book that it is based on. But does this automatically                

qualifies for an authentic depiction of the story? Or even far more interesting; how accurate and                

reliable is the book to reality? To address these question, FBI agent Patrick Denham who               

investigated and ensnared the infamous Jordan Belfort personally told the New York Times that              

everything that he wrote and all the far-fetched and implausible adventures checks out. But does               

that verify any truth? No-one knows, but for what it’s worth Denham’s position and reputation               

should be able to earn our trust. Predominantly, in the world of white-collar crime where there is                 

always a scheme that is less about integrity and more about avarice, it is hard to know Belfort’s                  

real intent for writing such a book and reach a conclusion on whether everything portrayed in the                 

film really happened. In one of the interviews, when Terence Winter, who wrote the screenplay,               

was asked about the authenticity of what has been shown in the film, he explains: “You are being                  

sold the Jordan Belfort story by Jordan Belfort, and he is a very unreliable narrator.” Just like                 

Scorsese’s argument in the second paragraph, Terence’s statement declares Belfort as           

untrustworthy both in the film and in real life. Moreover, Terence’s statement indicates that both               

the book and the film would primarily cause controversies among readers and viewers who are               

profoundly reading the book or watching the film for entertainment and may or may not know                
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about Jordan Belfort money laundering case which saw him going to prison for twenty-two              

months. Therefore, at any instance this would leave the audience with multiple conclusions about              

the authenticity of the story being told. 

Perhaps another important element in discussing the authenticity in The Wolf of Wall             

Street is the language used. Scorsese uses a technique of direct voice-over narration that forces               

the audience to use both their eyes and ears and relates the content they see with what they hear.                   

This helps to draw in viewers and make them reach a reasonable conclusion, though it doesn’t                

mean that any of the viewers’ inference will necessarily be correct at all times. Ideally, this                

technique tends to be manipulative to its viewers since you are forced to believe on what’s being                 

told while assuming that the narrator is aware of each and everything happening in different               

scenes of the movie. However, this is quite contrary to the truth because in such instances biased                 

view is usually the case as we are listening to Belfort’s narration telling us about his life from his                   

point of view. Knowing this, Scorsese decides to challenge viewers in one of the scenes. From                

2:02:47 Belfort’s narration makes us believe that he managed to reach home safely though he               

was under the influence of Quaaludes. Later on, Scorsese reveals the truth at 2:08:04 where he                

shows a broken Ferrari, and then flashbacks to show what really happened. Scorsese’s depiction              

of the scene proves a point that we can never tell on the actual level of the authenticity of the                    

story told by Belfort, because as a writer and a character he has the power to structure each and                   

every incident to his own will. Additionally, in his book ‘A RETROSPECTIVE’ Martin Scorsese              

states ‘sometimes storytelling is less about what you show and more about what you keep               

hidden’; but again if one can’t figure out what’s been hidden, then what point is there on staying                  

keen on what’s being talked about.  
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In addition to the language, much of the dialogues in the film The Wolf of Wall Street                 

comes straight from the book. Having already established the unreliability of Jordan Belfort’s             

book, then this serves no meaningful claim with regard to authenticity. With over 600 uses of                

curse words in the R-rated The Wolf of Wall Street (Dockterman), the film seems to cherish                

rather than expose and condemn the immoral acts, however, you can not blame Scorsese - he is                 

just a messenger. In the light of authenticity meaning ‘based on facts; accurate or reliable’, the                

film The Wolf of Wall Street depicted exactly what was in the book. Though slightly overlooked,                

what made the scenes look even more authentic is Scorsese’s style of encouraging improvisation              

among actors. For instance, in the first long take scene, Matthew McConaughey’s (Jordan             

Belfort’s boss) chest beating while simultaneously humming was not initially planned in the             

script - that was just his warm-up ritual that caught Scorsese’s eye and seemed to work for that                  

particular scene. Being a genuine performance by McConaughey that it is, one would argue that               

it was not authentic, but considering the fact that the scene provides a solid foundation towards                

the later stages of the film it automatically qualifies for emotional authenticity -this means              

genuine capturing of viewers’ interest and emotional appeal with regard to the depicted scenes.              

At other instances, improvisation could pose misinformation and hence becomes unreliable           

particularly for a bibliographical film, which in return could result to confusion as far as               

authenticity is concerned.  

Another significant element that openly plays a relevant implication on the authenticity of              

a film or any other work literature are themes, and with regard to this, The Wolf of Wall Street                   

covers a wide range of them. With one of the claimed themes being the issue of money not being                   

able to buy one happiness, The Wolf of Wall Street’s downfall ending would seem to serve that.                 
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However, a minimal portray of the consequence that Belfort and his colleagues had to face, the                

film fails to address this theme at its core and hence misdirecting the audience from the message.                 

The Wolf of Wall Street has not given voice to the victims of Belfort’s pump and dump scheme,                  

hence raising concerns on the morality and ethical implications of the film. When asked about               

that in the interview with ShortList magazine, Leonardo Dicaprio replied ‘To me, the films that               

last are the ones that say something about human nature. Even if they’re about the darker side of                  

human nature, they’re worth telling. If anyone doesn’t see this film as an indictment of Wall                

Street, there’s nothing we can do’("Dicaprio Talks Wolf Of Wall Street"). Conjointly with             

Scorsese, Dicaprio argues that the film should serve as a cautionary tale to individuals like that in                 

our community. However, most critics argue that the film makes immoral behavior alluring, and              

that’s bad for the younger generation watching it. On the same note, this raises ambiguities in the                 

section of accuracy versus authenticity with regard Jordan Belfort’s intentions when writing the             

book. 

Though Scorsese, Dicaprio and Jordan Belfort himself publicly claim in most of their             

interviews that the film should serve as a ‘cautionary tale’, many disagree. Most critics argue that                

if it was supposed to be a cautionary tale, then the film should have focused on showing the                  

characters suffering the consequence rather than the sex and drugs which were totally outlandish.              

For a film of nearly three hours long, redeeming the protagonist and further portrayal of the                

consequence would have resulted to a ridiculously long ride that would have exhausted the              

viewers. Another interesting take on this regard is the fact that in 2008, Warner Bros and many                 

other studios hesitated to invest in the film - the project seemed risky. Six years later, the project                  

was re-ignited, and this time, it was Paramount who decided to take it. The film which required                 
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more than $100 million was financed by corrupt Malay officials using stolen funds that were               

meant to help with developmental schemes in Malaysia. Being a film that told a story of a                 

convict who was involved in money laundering and fraud in wall street and then later on being                 

linked with stolen money, Martin Scorsese’s The Wolf of Wall Street gives its viewers each and                

every reason to question the authenticity of the film. In an interview with NYpost US Assistant                

Attorney General Leslie Caldwell said ‘This is a case where life imitated art’ ("‘Wolf Of Wall                

Street’ Film Was Financed With Stolen Money: Feds"); hence raising a lot of issues concerning               

the intent of the film, and more specifically the authenticity of what’s shown in the film.  

In the same fashion, Martin Scorsese’s The Wolf of Wall Street has uses mise-en-scène to               

indicate and verify authenticity in the film. Right in the start, at 00:46 Scorsese uses a close up                  

shot of the Wall street sign in front of an out of focus American flag giving the audience relevant                   

information about the setting of this particular scene. While having a remarkable mise-en-scène,             

great humor and outstanding artistry The Wolf of Wall Street lacks an authentic accreditation to               

the affected party of such a financial incident, hence leaving the audience with multiple              

conclusions with regard to the question of authenticity. Although Dicaprio tries his best to gain               

viewer’s sympathy, but there is far too much debauchery for exoneration. While the             

melodramatic elements in this nostalgia film seem superficial, Scorsese’s style on the imposition             

of the protagonist’s perspective through the voiceover narration bridges an emotional connection            

with the viewers. This successfully conquers the section of emotional authenticity, which means             

genuine capturing of viewers’ interest and emotional appeal with regard to the depicted scenes.              

While constantly kept entertained and drawn in, viewers hardly question the authenticity and the              

moral implications of the film until the end.  
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The Wolf of Wall Street was an immediate success in the film industry, but the amount of                 

criticism received after the release was unbelievably high. Although the film won multiple             

awards, many still ask why one would make such a film. While most of the crew members argue                  

that the film serves as a ‘cautionary tale’ but we have already discussed how unreliable story is                 

in this regard. Scorsese could have easily redeemed Belfort’s action at the end of the film, but his                  

ending serves another purpose that could have been discussed otherwise. At its core The Wolf of                

Wall Street tries to condemn unethical conducts in wall street and other working areas - at least                 

that what Terence Winter (screenplay writer) and Martin Scorsese claim to have done. Belfort              

wrote the book so as to justify his wrongdoings, and his work chronicles his rise and downfall                 

with great precision. However, this doesn’t credit it as authentic right away, there is still more to                 

address so as to prove this particular point. 
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